Enjoy some refreshments and view exciting product presentations at our Demonstration Center. Learn from our Technical Managers that BBN Communications is where you can build advanced communications products, start to finish, and see them used around the world. Here you'll work with the people who developed ARPANET, the world's first packet-switched computer network.

BBN Communications Corporation, a subsidiary of Bolt Beranek and Newman, can put nearly 40 years of excellence behind you, the future of voice/data communications in front of you, and a stimulating Cambridge location all around. With customers such as Wang, MasterCard, MCI and Michigan Bell, we've experienced phenomenal growth. Yet we're still small enough to offer you the chance to build an exciting career. We have a wide range of opportunities—in Real-time Communications, Operating System development, Systems Programming and advanced Security System design.

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT

We continue to expand our product offerings by developing and enhancing packet switches, packet assembler/disassemblers, network security, network monitoring and control, and communications interface systems.

Our career openings include:

- Software Development Manager
  (Access Devices)
- Product Development Managers & Engineers
  (Voice/Data Communications)
- Software Communications Engineers
- Software System Architects
- Advanced Logic & Gate Array Engineers
- Packaging Engineers
- Hardware Configuration Engineers
- Hardware System Implementors
- Diagnostic Engineers
- Project Managers
- Network Consultants
- Network Designers & Analysts
- Network Analysis Tools Developers

Many of these positions require a BSCS, BSEE, math or physics degree or equivalent and familiarity with UNIX*/C, assembly languages, BSC and SNA 68000 and 260 microprocessors. If you qualify for one of these openings, drop by to see what all the excitement's about.

BBN Communications complements fully competitive salaries with such benefits as a medical insurance/HMO option, dental coverage, three weeks' paid vacation, an employee stock purchase plan, an educational assistance program and an exceptional retirement trust program.

We hope to see you here on the 12th or 13th; but if you can't attend, please forward your resume to Marilyn Tromer, Employment Manager, MIT312, Cambridge, MA 02238. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/NH.

*UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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